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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 

Plaintiffs-Appellants Center for Biological Diversity and Maricopa 

Audubon Society (collectively “CBD”) asserted jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 

§ 1331 (federal question), 28 US.C. § 1346 (United States as defendant), 16 

U.S.C. § 1540 (Endangered Species Act), and 5 U.S.C. §§ 701-706 

(Administrative Procedure Act).  Dkt. 1.     

The district court entered final judgment on November 5, 2014.  

Excerpts of Record (“ER”) 4.  CBD filed its notice of appeal on December 

22, 2014, within the 60 days required by Fed. R. App. P. 4(a)(1).  ER 1.  This 

Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1291.  

STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES 

CBD petitioned the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 

(“Service”) to list the Sonoran Desert Area population of bald eagle (the 

“desert eagle population”) as an endangered distinct population segment 

(“DPS”) under the Endangered Species Act.  The Service considered the 

petition under its DPS Policy and found the petitioned action was not 

warranted.  Specifically, the Service concluded in its 2012 Finding that (1) 

the desert eagle population does not qualify for listing as a DPS because it is 

not “significant” – that is, biologically or ecologically important – to the 

taxon as a whole; and (2) even if the population did qualify, listing is not 
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warranted because the desert eagle population is stable or increasing.  CBD 

challenged the 2012 Finding, and the district court granted summary 

judgment for the Service.  The issues on appeal are:  

I. Whether the Service’s determination that the desert eagle population 

is not eligible for listing as a DPS because it is not significant to the 

taxon as a whole was reasonable; and  

II. Whether the Service’s determination that the desert eagle population 

is sufficiently robust that listing is not warranted – a determination 

that CBD does not challenge on appeal – provides an alternative basis 

for upholding the Service’s denial of CBD’s petition.   

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. Legal Framework: The Endangered Species Act   

The Endangered Species Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1531 et seq. (“ESA”), 

contains both substantive and procedural requirements designed to carry 

out the Act’s goal of conserving endangered and threatened species and the 

ecosystems on which they depend.  16 U.S.C. § 1531(b); Lujan v. Defenders 

of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555, 558 (1992).  ESA Section 4 directs the Secretaries 

of the Interior and Commerce1 to identify and list species that are 

                                            

1  The Secretary of the Interior is responsible for terrestrial species and 
the Secretary of Commerce is responsible for marine species.  See 16 U.S.C. 
§ 1533(a)(2).  The Secretaries have in turn delegated their authority to the 
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“endangered” or “threatened.”  16 U.S.C. § 1533.  Listing triggers various 

statutory protections for the species.  See, e.g., id. § 1538(a) (setting forth 

prohibited acts, such as “taking” listed species).  

1. The Listing Process: Listing Petitions, 90‐Day Findings, 

and 12‐Month Findings  

The ESA authorizes the Service to add species to the endangered 

species list by rulemaking, and also provides that interested persons may 

petition the Service to list a species for which it is responsible.  See 16 

U.S.C. § 1533(b)(3).  Within 90 days of receiving a listing petition, the 

Service must, “[t]o the maximum extent practicable,” determine whether 

the petition presents substantial scientific or commercial information 

indicating that listing “may be warranted.”  Id. § 1533(b)(3)(A).  If this “90-

day finding” is positive, the Service has one year from the receipt of the 

petition to conduct a “status review” and make a “12-month finding” – that 

is, a determination of whether listing is “warranted,” “not warranted,” or 

“warranted but precluded” by work on other pending listing proposals.  Id. 

§ 1533(b)(1)(A), (b)(3)(B); 50 C.F.R. § 424.15.    

                                            

Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service.  See 50 
C.F.R. § 402.01(b).   
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2. Species, “Distinct Population Segments,” and the DPS 

Policy   

The ESA defines “species” to include subspecies and “any distinct 

population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife which 

interbreeds when mature.”  16 U.S.C. § 1532(16); 50 C.F.R. § 424.02(k).  

The ESA does not define the term “distinct population segment,” however, 

and the term  is not commonly used in scientific discourse.  National Ass’n 

of Home Builders v. Norton, 340 F.3d 835, 842 n.8 (9th Cir. 2003).   

Accordingly, the Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service adopted 

a joint policy interpreting this ambiguous term.  Policy Regarding the 

Recognition of Distinct Vertebrate Population Segments Under the 

Endangered Species Act, 61 Fed. Reg. 4722-25 (Feb. 7, 1996) (the “DPS 

Policy”).  The DPS Policy was adopted after public notice and comment 

under ESA Section 4(h), 16 U.S.C. § 1533(h), and is accorded Chevron 

deference.  Northwest Ecosystem Alliance v. United States Fish & Wildlife 

Serv., 475 F.3d 1136, 1143 (9th Cir. 2007) (“NEA”).    

Under the DPS Policy, the Service considers three factors in 

evaluating a possible DPS: (1) the discreteness of the population segment in 

relation to the remainder of the taxon to which it belongs; (2) the biological 

and ecological significance of the population segment to the taxon to which 

it belongs; and (3) the conservation status of the population segment under 
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the ESA’s standards for listing.  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.  As discussed in detail 

below, the DPS Policy includes a non-exclusive list of the types of 

information that the Service “may” consider in evaluating the biological and 

ecological significance of a population segment.  Id.     

B. Facts and Prior Proceedings 

1. The Bald Eagle 

The bald eagle, a large, iconic raptor, is found throughout North 

America.  Its Latin name, Haliaeetus leucocephalus, means sea eagle with a 

white head.  Its range includes most of Canada and Alaska, all of the 

contiguous United States, and northern Mexico.  71 Fed. Reg. 8238, 8239 

(Feb. 16, 2006).  It is a bird of aquatic ecosystems, frequenting large lakes, 

rivers, estuaries, reservoirs, and some coastal habitats.  It feeds primarily 

on fish, but also eats waterfowl, gulls, cormorants, and carrion.  Id. 

In the 19th and 20th centuries, the eagle population in the contiguous 

United States suffered major declines.  Eagles were shot for feathers and 

trophies.  The eagle’s prey base was reduced by the shooting of waterfowl, 

shore birds, and small mammals.  Eagles were poisoned when they 

consumed bait intended for livestock predators, and forest clearing and 

development destroyed nesting habitat.  Id.  After World War II, the eagle 

population was further reduced by the widespread use of dichloro-
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diphenyl-trichloroethane (DDT) and other organochlorine pesticides.  The 

metabolic breakdown-products of DDT accumulated in the fatty tissue of 

adult female bald eagles and impaired calcium metabolism necessary for 

normal eggshell formation.  This caused a devastating decline in eagle 

productivity from the 1950s through the mid-1970s.  71 Fed. Reg. 8239. 

2. Conservation, Recovery, and Delisting  

The federal government has taken a variety of steps to halt this 

decline and bring about the eagle’s recovery.  In 1918, Congress enacted the 

Migratory Bird Treaty Act, 16 U.S.C. §§ 703-712, which generally prohibits 

the taking, killing, or possessing of migratory birds.  In 1940, Congress 

enacted the Bald Eagle Protection Act, now codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ 668-

668d, which generally prohibits the taking, possession, sale, or purchase of 

any bald eagle, alive or dead, including any part, nest, or egg, unless 

allowed by permit.2  Id. § 668(a).  In 1967, the Secretary of the Interior 

listed the bald eagle south of 40 degrees north latitude as endangered 

under the Endangered Species Preservation Act of 1966, Pub. L. 89-699, 80 

Stat. 926 – the precursor of the current ESA (which was enacted in 1973).  

32 Fed. Reg. 4001 (Mar. 11, 1967).  In 1972, the U.S. Environmental 

                                            

2  A 1962 amendment extended these protections to golden eagles as 
well; the statute is now known as the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act.  
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Protection Agency banned most uses of DDT in the United States.  37 Fed. 

Reg. 13369 (July 7, 1972).  And in 1978, the Service listed the bald eagle as 

endangered under the ESA in 43 States and threatened in the States of 

Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Oregon, and Washington.  43 Fed. Reg. 

6233 (Feb. 14, 1978).  

These and other measures led to a dramatic increase in the breeding 

population of bald eagles throughout the lower 48 States.  71 Fed. Reg. 

8239.  From an estimated 487 breeding pairs in 1963, the population grew 

to an estimated 9,789 breeding pairs in 2007.  72 Fed. Reg. 37346 (July 9, 

2007).   

Given this population growth, in 1995 the Service reclassified the 

eagle from endangered to threatened in the 43 States where it had been 

listed as endangered.  60 Fed. Reg. 36000 (July 12, 1995).  In 1999, the 

Service proposed delisting the eagle throughout the lower 48 States.  64 

Fed. Reg. 36454 (July 6, 1999).  And in 2007, after multiple rounds of 

public comment, the Service promulgated a final rule delisting the eagle in 

the lower 48 States.  72 Fed. Reg. 37346 (July 9, 2007).  The delisting does 

not affect the protections provided to the eagle under the Bald and Golden 

Eagle Protection Act and the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, which remain in 

effect.  See id.     
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3. The Sonoran Desert Area Population of Bald Eagle 

The Sonoran Desert Area population of bald eagle (again, the “desert 

eagle population”) is the bald eagle population that breeds in Arizona, the 

Copper Basin breeding area in California along the Colorado River, and the 

territories of interior Sonora, Mexico, that fall within the Sonoran Desert 

and adjacent transitional areas.  ER 31.  This population has historically 

been small in number.  ER 45 (a “small number, estimated at 15-20 

breeding pairs, historically bred in this area”).   

The desert eagle population has grown in recent decades.  “In 2009, 

48 pairs were documented in the Arizona portion of the Sonoran Desert 

Area, which is where most of the birds in the Sonoran Desert Area 

population occur.”  Id.  Counts of bald eagles breeding in Arizona each year 

indicate that “the breeding segment increased at an average rate of 4.0 

percent per year from 1987 to 2003.”  ER 64.  Further, the population’s 

rates of mortality, survival, productivity, and occupancy are all within the 

range of values associated with other U.S. bald eagle populations.  Id.  Even 

with this increase, however, the desert eagle population “represents less 

than one half of 1 percent of the current estimated number of breeding 

pairs of bald eagles in the lower 48 States” and “much less than one half of 
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a percent of the number of breeding pairs throughout the range of the 

species.”  Id.   

4. CBD’s Listing Petition and CBD I  

In 2004, while the Service’s proposed rule to delist the eagle was 

pending, CBD petitioned the Service to (1) classify the desert eagle 

population as a distinct population segment; (2) list it as endangered; and 

(3) designate critical habitat.  See ER 28.  After some delay and litigation, 

the Service issued a 90-day finding concluding that “the petition does not 

provide substantial scientific or commercial information indicating that the 

petitioned action may be warranted.”  71 Fed. Reg. 51549, 51556 (Aug. 30, 

2006).    

In January 2007, CBD filed suit challenging the 90-day finding.  Ctr. 

for Biological Diversity v. Kempthorne, No. 07-cv-0038-PHX-MHM (D. 

Ariz.) (“CBD I”).  In July 2007, as described above, the Service promulgated 

its final rule delisting the entire bald eagle population in the lower 48 

States.  72 Fed. Reg. 37346.  As part of that delisting decision, the Service 

considered whether to list the desert eagle population as an endangered 

DPS.  The Service concluded that such listing was not appropriate, because 

the population, though discrete, was not significant in relation to the 

remainder of the taxon.  Id. at 37358.   
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Given these findings, the Service took the position in CBD I that the 

challenged 90-day finding had been superseded and CBD’s challenge was 

moot.  In the alternative, the Service argued that the 90-day finding was 

reasonable.  CBD I, 2008 WL 659822, at *1, *6-7; see 72 Fed. Reg. 37347.  

The district court (Judge Murguia) rejected those arguments, holding that 

CBD’s challenge was not moot and the 90-day finding was arbitrary and 

capricious because there was enough information in the record to satisfy 

the relatively lenient “may be warranted” standard applicable to 90-day 

findings, thus triggering the need for a status review and 12-month finding 

under the more stringent “is warranted” standard applicable to those 

findings.  CBD I, 2008 WL 659822, at *11-12, *15.  The court ordered the 

Service to conduct a status review and to issue a 12-month finding on CBD’s 

petition.  Id. at *15.  The court explained, however, that it was “in no way 

commenting on or directing any particular outcome of the FWS’s decision 

on whether listing the Desert bald eagle as a DPS is warranted.”  Id. at *14.   

5. The 2010 Finding and CBD II 

In accordance with the court’s Order in CBD I, the Service conducted 

a status review and issued a 12-month finding, which found that the desert 

eagle population did not qualify as a DPS.  75 Fed. Reg. 8601, 8620 (Feb. 

25, 2010) (the “2010 Finding”).  CBD filed a new action challenging the 
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2010 Finding, and in November 2011, the district court (Judge Campbell) 

granted partial summary judgment for CBD.  Ctr. for Biological Diversity 

v. Salazar, No. 10-2130-PHX-DGC, 2011 WL 6000497 (D. Ariz. 2011) 

(“CBD II”).  The court found that the 2010 Finding was procedurally flawed 

because it was primarily based on the Service’s prior DPS analysis, which 

Judge Murguia had previously found to be procedurally defective.  Id. at *9; 

see ER 7.  The court ordered the Service to issue a new 12-month finding.  

CBD II, 2011 WL 6000497, at *14.  The court further ordered the Service to 

address (1) whether the Service has adopted a new interpretation of the 

DPS Policy, and if so, the reasons for and validity of the change; (2) 

whether the record contained sufficient evidence of adaptations to support 

a finding that the desert eagle population is significant to the taxon as a 

whole; and (3) whether loss of the population segment would result in a 

significant gap in the range of the taxon.  Id. at *10, *14. 

6. The Challenged 2012 Finding 

On May 1, 2012, in accordance with the district court’s Order in CBD 

II, the Service issued a new 12-month finding (the “2012 Finding”).  77 Fed. 

Reg. 25792 (May 1, 2012); ER 28.  That finding – which is the subject of 

this appeal – concluded that (1) the desert eagle population does not qualify 

as a DPS, and (2) in any event, the population is sufficiently robust to make 
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listing not warranted at this time.  ER 28.  The Service based the 2012 

Finding on a detailed analysis of the three elements specified in the DPS 

Policy: discreteness, significance, and conservation status.  ER 34-64.   

a. “Discreteness” 

The first element of the DPS Policy is the “[d]iscreteness of the 

population segment in relation to the remainder of the species to which it 

belongs.”  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.  The Service found that the desert eagle 

population is discrete because it is physically separated from other 

populations of bald eagles and there is little or no immigration to and 

emigration from the surrounding populations.  ER 37-41.  CBD agrees with 

that finding.  See ER 7-8. 

b. “Significance” 

The second element under the DPS Policy is the biological and 

ecological significance of the population segment to the taxon to which it 

belongs.  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.  The Policy provides that significance is to be 

evaluated “in light of Congressional guidance * * * that the authority to list 

DPS’s [sic] be used * * * ‘sparingly’ while encouraging the conservation of 

genetic diversity.”  Id.  In carrying out this examination, the Service 

considers “available scientific evidence of the discrete population segment’s 
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importance to the taxon to which it belongs.”  Id.  This consideration “may 

include, but is not limited to,” the following:     

1.  Persistence of the discrete population segment in an 
ecological setting unusual or unique for the taxon; 
 
2.  Evidence that loss of the discrete population segment would 
result in a significant gap in the range of a taxon; 
 
3.  Evidence that the discrete population segment represents the 
only surviving natural occurrence of a taxon that may be more 
abundant elsewhere as an introduced population outside its 
historic range; and 
 
4.  Evidence that the discrete population segment differs 
markedly from other populations of the species in its genetic 
characteristics. 

Id.   

The 2012 Finding analyzed each of these factors and concluded that 

the desert eagle population is not significant to the taxon as a whole.   

i. Persistence of the discrete population segment in 
an ecological setting unusual or unique for the 
taxon    

The 2012 Finding explains that eagles are “highly adaptable, wide-

ranging habitat generalists” and “there is no ‘usual’ ecological setting, in 

terms of the elevation, temperature, prey species, nest tree species, or type 

of water source, for the taxon.”  ER 42.  Rather, “[t]he bald eagle is capable 

of inhabiting areas throughout North America, so long as a sufficient food 

source persists.”  Id.  The eagle is distributed across North America from 
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the Aleutian Islands to Baja California, Mexico, and from northeastern 

Canada to Florida; it breeds at elevations ranging from sea level to 10,000 

feet; and its habitat includes both some of the driest and some of the 

wettest areas in the United States.  ER 30-31.  Eagles generally nest in trees 

along rivers, lakes, and seacoasts, but also nest on cliffs, on the ground, in 

mangroves, in caves, and in man-made structures such as cell-phone 

towers.  ER 30.  They are not limited to eating any particular species of or 

even class of prey.  Id.  Because eagles live in such a wide range of settings, 

the Service concluded that it could not find the desert eagle population 

segment significant to the species as a whole merely because it lives in the 

desert.  ER 42.  

The Service also considered whether there was any evidence of 

adaptations to the desert ecological setting that would suggest that 

persistence of the population segment is significant to the taxon as a 

whole.3  ER 42-44.  In particular, the Service considered the relatively small 

size of the members of the desert eagle population, but found that its size 

was likely due to the latitude at which the population lives rather than to a 

                                            

3  As the Service explained, the DPS Policy does not require evidence of 
adaptation to make a finding that a population is significant.  However, 
evidence of such adaptation “could be a strong indication of the significance 
of the population to the taxon as a whole.”  ER 42.    
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unique adaptation to the desert.  ER 43.  The Service cited studies showing 

that bald eagle size generally increases with more northerly latitudes, 

“consistent with Bergmann’s Rule, which holds that animal size increases 

with increasing latitude due to changes in climate.”  Id.  The Service noted 

studies finding that eagles in Florida, which is farther south than Arizona, 

are the smallest, and that their size decreases from north to south within 

that State.  Id.  The Service thus concluded that “small size is not an 

adaptation unique to the Sonoran Desert but is rather part of the natural 

variability of the taxon as a whole.”  Id.  

The Service also considered the porosity of the desert eagle 

population’s egg shells, a factor cited by CBD and other commenters on the 

2012 Finding in support of their assertions that the desert eagle population 

has adapted uniquely to the desert environment.  ER 43.  The Service found 

that only one study addressed egg shell porosity, and that study did not 

draw any conclusions about the significance of porosity and was based on 

an extremely small sample size of only four eggs.  Id.  The Service 

concluded that “it would not be scientifically robust to draw any 

conclusions” from such a limited study.  Id.   

The Service also examined differences in life-history traits of the 

desert eagle population, including the timing of breeding, feeding habits, 
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nest-site selection, and juvenile migration.  ER 43-44.  As with size, 

however, the studies suggested that variations were likely due to differences 

in latitude.  Id.  For example, “the breeding chronology of Florida birds 

(further south than the Sonoran Desert Area eagles) is even earlier than 

those in the Sonoran Desert.”  ER 43.  Similarly, the Service found that the 

desert eagle population’s reliance on desert fish as prey, use of cliff nesting 

sites, and migration strategies reflect the flexibility of the species generally 

and do not demonstrate adaptations by the population that are ecologically 

or biologically important to the taxon as a whole.  “[T]he combination of a 

highly adaptable species persisting in a varied habitat base leads us to 

conclude that the particular variations displayed in the Sonoran Desert 

Area population do not make that population more ecologically or 

biologically important * * * .”  ER 44.   

ii. Evidence that loss of the discrete population 
segment would result in a significant gap in the 
range of the taxon  

The Service also considered whether the hypothetical loss of the 

desert eagle population would leave a significant gap in the range of the 

taxon.  ER 44-45.  The Service concluded that it would not.  The desert 

eagle population is small and constitutes a very small percentage of the 

taxon as a whole – less than one half of one percent of the estimated 
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number of breeding pair in the lower 48 States.  ER 45.  The Service found 

that loss of the desert eagle population would likely create a gap in the 

range of the taxon, because available evidence indicates that there is little 

immigration into the population from neighboring populations.  But this 

gap would not be significant to the taxon as a whole, given the small size of 

the population in relation to the taxon as a whole, the absence of distinctive 

traits or genetic variations, and the fact that the suitable Sonoran Desert 

Area habitat represents a minute fraction of the eagle’s total available 

habitat.  Id. 

iii. Evidence that the discrete population segment 
represents the only surviving natural 
occurrence of a taxon  

Because eagles occur naturally throughout much of their historical 

range, the Service found that this factor does not support a significance 

finding.  ER 45.   

iv. Evidence that the discrete population segment 
differs markedly from other populations of the 
species in its genetic characteristics 

The Service considered the limited studies that address the genetic 

characteristics of the desert eagle population in comparison to the rest of 

the taxon, and found that the studies do not identify any distinguishing 

genetic characteristics.  ER 45-46. 
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c. Conservation Status/Threat Assessment 

The third element under the DPS Policy is “[t]he population 

segment’s conservation status in relation to the [ESA’s] standards for listing 

(i.e., is the population segment, when treated as if it were a species, 

endangered or threatened?).”  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.  While the DPS Policy 

does not require the Service to assess the conservation status of a proposed 

DPS if the agency determines that the population is not significant, the 

Service elected to complete such an assessment here.  ER 46.  The Service 

reviewed the effects of “demographic factors; declining prey base; 

contaminants, pollutants, and eggshell thinning; fishing line and tackle;4 

climate change, and human disturbance,” and found that those threats “are 

not significantly contributing to the risk of extinction of the Sonoran Desert 

Area population of the bald eagle at the population level.”  ER 46-63.  The 

Service concluded that listing of the desert eagle population as threatened 

or endangered “is not warranted” because “despite the presence of these 

same threats for decades, the [desert eagle] population remains stable or 

increasing.”  ER 64.  On appeal, CBD does not challenge that conclusion.    

                                            

4  Eagles can become entangled in fishing line and tackle if they feed on  
fish that have fishing line or tackle attached.  They may also use discarded 
fishing line in their nests.  77 Fed. Reg.  25825.   
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C. Proceedings Below 

In the district court, CBD challenged the 2012 Finding, arguing that 

the Service’s finding that the desert eagle population is not significant to 

the taxon as a whole was contrary to the DPS Policy, and that the Service’s 

finding that listing is not warranted was based on a flawed population 

viability analysis and failed to consider all potential threats to the 

population.  Dkt. 1 (Compl. ¶¶ 79-133).  In a November 4, 2014 Order, the 

district court (again, Judge Campbell) granted summary judgment for the 

Service.  ER 5.  The court rejected CBD’s arguments that the 2012 Finding 

was inconsistent with the plain language of the DPS Policy and that the 

agency had adopted a new interpretation of the Policy, ER 13-18, and 

upheld the Service’s determination that the desert eagle population does 

not qualify as a DPS because it is not significant to the taxon as a whole.  ER 

19-25.  Given that holding, the court found it unnecessary to rule on CBD’s 

challenge to the Service’s finding that listing of the desert eagle population 

is not warranted because the population is stable or increasing.  ER 26.  

This appeal followed. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

The Service’s 2012 Finding denying CBD’s petition to list the desert 

eagle population as endangered was reasonable.  The Service reviewed 
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CBD’s petition in light of the factors enumerated in the DPS Policy and 

concluded that the desert eagle population is not biologically or ecologically 

“significant” to the taxon as a whole and thus does not qualify as a DPS.  

That conclusion is consistent with the DPS Policy, well-supported by the 

record, and entitled to great deference.   

CBD’s challenges the 2012 Finding lack merit.  While CBD contends 

the Service’s “significance” finding is contrary to the plain language of the 

DPS Policy, CBD has failed to identify any language in the Policy that 

supports its argument that the Policy unambiguously requires the Service 

to find a population significant solely because it persists in a setting that is 

unusual or unique for the taxon as a whole.  The Service interprets the 

Policy to make that factor suggestive but not determinative of significance 

to the taxon as a whole.  The Service’s interpretation is consistent with the 

express language of the Policy, the Policy’s preamble, and Congressional 

direction, and is therefore controlling.  Further, the record contradicts 

CBD’s arguments that the Service failed to consider the significance of the 

desert eagle population as a “peripheral population” and the potential 

effects of climate change.   

The 2012 Finding also concluded that listing the desert eagle 

population as endangered is not warranted.  That conclusion provides a 
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separate and independent basis for the Service’s denial of CBD’s petition.  

Like the “significance” finding, this conclusion is well-supported by the 

record and entitled to great deference.  Moreover, CBD did not raise any 

challenge to this aspect of the 2012 Finding in its opening brief, and thus 

has waived any such challenge.  While the district court did not reach the 

issue, the Service’s finding that listing is not warranted provides a separate 

and independent ground upon which this Court may affirm the district 

court’s judgment. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW 

This Court’s review of the district court’s grant of summary judgment 

is de novo.  United States v. City of Tacoma, 332 F.3d 574, 578 (9th Cir. 

2003).   

The Service’s interpretation of its DPS Policy “must be given 

controlling weight unless it is plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the 

regulation.”  In re Polar Bear Endangered Species Act Listing & 4(d) Rule 

Litig., 709 F.3d 1, 11 (D.C. Cir.2013) (quoting Thomas Jefferson Univ. v. 

Shalala, 512 U.S. 504, 512 (1994)). 

This Court reviews the Service’s Findings under the APA, which 

provides that an agency action may be set aside only if it is “arbitrary, 

capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law.” 
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5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A); NEA, 475 F.3d at 1140.  This standard of review is 

“highly deferential, presuming the agency action to be valid and affirming 

the agency action if a reasonable basis exists for its decision.”  Independent 

Acceptance Co. v. California, 204 F.3d 1247, 1251 (9th Cir. 2000) (citations 

omitted).  Review is limited to the administrative record, Love v. Thomas, 

858 F.2d 1347, 1356 (9th Cir.1988), and “[t]he court is not empowered to 

substitute its judgment for that of the agency.”  Citizens To Preserve 

Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971), abrogated on other 

grounds by Califano v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99, 105 (1977).  The court’s task 

is simply to ensure that the agency “considered the relevant factors and 

articulated a rational connection between the facts found and the choices 

made.”  Home Builders, 340 F.3d at 841 (quoting Baltimore Gas & Elec. 

Co. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 105 (1983)); see also 

Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project v. Blackwood, 161 F.3d 1208, 1211 

(9th Cir.1998) (court must determine whether the agency decision was 

“based on a consideration of the relevant factors”) (citation omitted).   

Where, as here, an agency is making predictions within its area of 

special expertise and at the frontiers of science, courts are to be “most 

deferential.”  The Lands Council v. McNair, 537 F.3d 981, 993 (9th Cir. 
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2008) (quoting Forest Guardians v. U.S. Forest Serv., 329 F.3d 1089, 1099 

(9th Cir. 2003).  

ARGUMENT 

I. The Service reasonably concluded that the desert eagle population 

is not significant to the taxon as a whole. 

Under the DPS Policy, the Service evaluates whether a population is 

significant – i.e., “biologically or ecologically important” – to the species as 

a whole based on, but not limited to, the factors identified in the Policy, 

including (1) whether the population inhabits “an ecological setting unusual 

or unique” for the taxon; and (2) whether the loss of the population would 

result in a “significant gap” in the taxon’s range.  ER 41, 46.  These factors 

are not exclusive, and the DPS Policy contemplates that the Service may 

consider additional evidence if appropriate: “Because precise circumstances 

are likely to vary considerably from case to case, it is not possible to 

describe prospectively all the classes of information that might bear on the 

biological and ecological importance of a discrete population segment.”  61 

Fed. Reg. 4725.  Any information, however, must be assessed through a 

species-wide frame, such that “[a]ll relevant and available biological and 

ecological information is analyzed for importance to the taxon as a whole.”  

ER 41; see also Home Builders, 340 F.3d at 849 (“There must also be some 

significance to the entire taxon”). 
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In this case, the Service considered the factors enumerated in the DPS 

Policy and other relevant evidence and concluded that the available 

information was insufficient to demonstrate that the desert eagle 

population was “significant” within the meaning of the Policy.  ER 46.   

That conclusion is consistent with the DPS Policy, supported by the record, 

and entitled to substantial deference.   

A. The Service reasonably concluded that the desert eagle 

population is not “significant” to the taxon as a whole 

notwithstanding its persistence in an unusual ecological 

setting.   

With respect to the first significance factor – “persistence of the 

discrete population segment in an ecological setting unusual or unique for 

the taxon” – the 2012 Finding explains that “there is no ‘usual’ ecological 

setting” for bald eagles.  ER 42.  While the Sonoran Desert Area “may 

represent a unique set of habitat characteristics, we cannot say it is unusual 

or unique for the bald eagle such that persistence there is significant to the 

bald eagle as a whole.”  Id.  The combination of “a highly adaptable species 

and persistence in a varied habitat base” led the Service to conclude that  

the particular variations displayed in the Sonoran Desert Area 
population do not make that population more ecologically or 
biologically important than any other individual population.  
Therefore, while the Sonoran Desert Area represents a unique 
set of habitat characteristics, persistence of that population of 
bald eagles among those habitat characteristics is not 
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significant (i.e., biologically or ecologically important) to the 
taxon as a whole.   

ER 44.   

CBD contends (Br. 19-29) that the Service’s conclusion is contrary to 

the plain language of the DPS Policy.  According to CBD, the Policy 

unambiguously requires the Service to find that a population is significant 

if the population occupies an ecological setting that is unusual or unique for 

the taxon.  Br. 19.  But while CBD frames this argument as one based on 

“plain language” (e.g., Br. 21), CBD does not – and cannot – identify any 

language in the DPS Policy requiring that result.  To the contrary, the most 

natural reading of the DPS Policy is that persistence of a DPS in an unusual 

or unique setting is suggestive, but not determinative, of significance to the 

taxon as a whole.  And to the extent the DPS Policy is ambiguous on this 

question, the Service’s interpretation is a permissible one and is controlling.  

In re Polar Bear, 709 F.3d at 11 (Service’s interpretation of DPS Policy 

must be given controlling weight unless plainly erroneous or inconsistent 

with the regulation).   

The DPS Policy provides that, in evaluating significance, the Service 

“will consider available scientific evidence of the discrete population 

segment’s importance to the taxon to which it belongs,” and that this 

consideration “may include, but is not limited to,” the four categories of 
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information or evidence listed in the Policy.5  61 Fed. Reg. 4725 (emphasis 

added).  The Policy’s use of the permissive “may” and its references to the 

various types of “evidence” that may be “consider[ed]” show that the 

ultimate determination of significance does not turn on the mere existence 

of any one piece of evidence.  Rather, the Policy contemplates that the 

Service will use its biological expertise to weigh all the relevant evidence to 

reach a conclusion regarding significance.  As the 2012 Finding explains: 

Significance of the discrete population segment is not 
necessarily determined by existence of one of these classes of 
information standing alone.  Rather, information analyzed 
under these considerations is evaluated relative to the biological 
or ecological importance of the discrete population to the taxon 
as a whole.  Accordingly, all relevant and available biological  

  

                                            

5  Again, those categories are: 

1.  Persistence of the discrete population segment in an 
ecological setting unusual or unique for the taxon; 

2.  Evidence that loss of the discrete population segment would 
result in a significant gap in the range of a taxon; 

3.  Evidence that the discrete population segment represents the 
only surviving natural occurrence of a taxon * * *; and 

4.  Evidence that the discrete population segment differs 
markedly from other populations of the species in its genetic 
characteristics. 

61 Fed. Reg. 4725. 
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and ecological information is analyzed for importance to the 
taxon as a whole. 

ER 41.   

 The preamble to the DPS Policy confirms the Service’s reading of the 

Policy.  The preamble states that “occurrence in an unusual ecological 

setting is potentially an indication that a population segment represents a 

significant resource of the kind sought to be conserved by the Act.”  61 Fed. 

Reg. 4724 (emphasis added).  Thus, the fact that a population occurs in an 

unusual ecological setting may weigh in favor of a finding of significance, 

but it is not per se determinative of the issue.  As the district court noted, 

“the stated purpose of the persistence inquiry is not simply to find a 

population that persists in a unique setting, but to determine whether that 

population is important to the species as a whole.”6  ER 13.         

                                            

6  There is no merit to CBD’s unsupported assertion (Br. 26) that the 
Policy’s use of indicators that are “both optional and non-exclusive” is 
somehow improper.  The regulations defining “significant” for purposes of 
the National Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”) use a similar approach.  
40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(1)-(10).  Under those regulations, the mere fact that 
one or more of the NEPA significance factors is implicated does not require 
a finding that the proposed federal action will have significant impacts.  
See, e.g., Wetlands Action Network v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs, 222 F.3d 
1105, 1120-21 (9th Cir. 2000) (“[W]hen the record reveals that an agency 
based a finding of no significant impact upon relevant and substantial data, 
the fact that the record also contains evidence supporting a different 
scientific opinion does not render the agency’s decision arbitrary and 
capricious) (citation omitted); cf. Native Ecosystems Council v. U.S. Forest 
Serv., 428 F.3d 1233, 1239-40 (9th Cir. 2005) (“[I]t does not follow that the 
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Further, the DPS Policy provides that the Service is to make its 

determination of significance “in light of Congressional guidance * * * that 

the authority to list DPS’s [sic] be used ‘* * * sparingly’ while encouraging 

the conservation of genetic diversity.”  61 Fed. Reg. 4725 (emphasis added); 

see also id. at 4724 (“The requirement that a DPS be significant is intended 

to carry out the expressed congressional intent that this authority be 

exercised sparingly as well as to concentrate conservation efforts 

undertaken under the Act on avoiding important losses of genetic 

diversity.”) (emphasis added).  To exercise its authority sparingly, the 

Service must have discretion to use its biological expertise to weigh the 

evidence.  CBD’s assertion that the presence of a single factor automatically 

triggers a finding of significance would deny the Service that discretion and 

frustrate the Policy’s express goal that the DPS listing authority be 

exercised sparingly and with a focus on “avoiding important losses of 

genetic diversity.”  61 Fed. Reg. 4724 (emphasis added); see Home 

Builders, 340 F.3d at 844.   

CBD argues (Br. 23) that the inclusion of the word “significant” in the 

second of the Policy’s significance factors (i.e., “significant gap in the 

                                            

presence of some negative effects necessarily rises to the level of 
demonstrating a significant effect on the environment.”). 
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range”), coupled with the absence of that word from the first significance 

factor, means the Service is barred from “reading in” a requirement that the 

persistence of the DPS in an unusual ecological setting be significant to the 

taxon as a whole.  This argument is untenable.   

To be sure, the DPS Policy includes the word “significant” in the 

second significance factor but not in the first:   

This consideration [of evidence regarding the importance of the 
DPS to the taxon to which it belongs] may include, but is not 
limited to, the following:  

1. Persistence of the discrete population segment in an 
ecological setting unusual or unique for the taxon,   

2. Evidence that loss of the discrete population segment would 
result in a significant gap in the range of a taxon[.] 

61 Fed. Reg. 4725 (emphasis added).  But CBD reads too much into the 

absence of the word “significant” in the first factor.  As shown above (pp. 

23-28), the Policy is quite clear that the whole purpose of the significance 

inquiry is to determine “the discrete population segment’s importance to 

the taxon to which it belongs.”  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.  It would be absurd to 

interpret the absence of the modifier “significant” from the persistence 

factor to require a finding of significance whenever there is evidence of 

persistence in an unusual ecological setting even if that persistence is not 

significant to the taxon as a whole.  Rather, the Policy plainly requires the 

Service to use its biological expertise to weigh the relevant evidence to 
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determine whether a population is significant to the taxon as a whole.  Id.  

(“In carrying out this examination, the Services will consider available 

scientific evidence of the [DPS’s] importance to the taxon to which it 

belongs.  This consideration may include, but is not limited to, the 

following:”).  That necessarily entails an evaluation of the weight – or 

“significance” – of the evidence of persistence.  

CBD argues (Br. 23) that the district court’s reasoning would allow 

the Service to find “an insignificant significant gap in the range of a 

species[.]”  While this argument presents an amusing semantic conundrum, 

the issue is not presented here.  The Service did not make any such finding 

in this case; rather, as discussed below, it found that loss of the DPS would 

not result in a significant gap in the range of the bald eagle.7   

In an effort to bolster its plain-language argument, CBD asserts (Br. 

20-21, 26-27) that the Service’s finding that the desert eagle population is 

not significant to the taxon as a whole reflects a new interpretation of the 

Policy that is inconsistent with other cases where the Service has found a 

                                            

7  The word “significant” is also absent from the beginning of the gap-
in-range factor, which refers to “[e]vidence” of a significant gap, not 
“significant evidence” of a significant gap.  Under CBD’s reasoning, the 
Service would be required to make a finding of significance to the taxon 
whenever there was any evidence of a significant gap in the range, because 
the Policy does not expressly require “significant evidence” of such a gap. 
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DPS significant based in part on the population’s persistence in an unusual 

or unique setting.  This argument fails to recognize the highly fact-specific 

nature of the significance inquiry.  As the DPS Policy makes clear, “precise 

circumstances are likely to vary considerably from case to case[.]”  61 Fed. 

Reg. 4725.  “[P]opulations commonly differ in their importance to the 

overall welfare of the species they represent, and it is this importance that 

the policy attempts to reflect in the consideration of significance.”  Id. at 

4723.  While the Service has in many instances found that a DPS that 

occurs in an unusual or unique ecological setting is significant to the taxon 

as a whole, the Service has never interpreted the DPS Policy to require such 

a finding based on that factor alone.  ER 42; SER 9.  Here, the 2012 Finding 

provides a thorough explanation of the reasons why the Service concluded 

that the desert eagle population is not significant to the taxon as a whole 

notwithstanding its persistence in an unusual ecological setting, and why 

that conclusion is consistent with the Service’s prior interpretations of the 

DPS Policy.  ER 42-44.  The record also provides a detailed review of the 

Service’s past applications of the “persistence in an unusual ecological 

setting” factor.  SER 1-9; see also ER 15-18 (district court’s discussion of 

Service’s past applications of Policy).   
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Thus, contrary to CBD’s argument, the Service’s conclusion does not 

turn on a changed interpretation of the DPS Policy, but on the facts of this 

case – in particular, the fact that the bald eagle is a highly adaptable, wide-

ranging habitat generalist capable of inhabiting a wide variety of ecological 

settings.  ER 42-44; see SER 9 (“[I]n applying the ‘unusual or unique 

ecological setting’ significance category in the DPS policy, we evaluate not 

only whether the population persists in an area with habitat characteristics 

that are unusual or unique, but whether in the biological expertise of the 

agency, persistence of that population is significant to the conservation of 

the taxon as a whole.  For this reason, it can be more difficult for us to find 

that persistence of a population in an unusual or unique ecological setting 

is significant to the taxon where the taxon is highly adaptable to a wide 

range of habitats.”).      

CBD contends that interpreting the DPS Policy to allow the Service to 

“disqualify a population that satisfies one of the DPS Policy’s four 

significance tests based on ‘further inquiry’ into whether the agency 

believes the population is ‘important to the species as a whole’” leads to 

“absurd results.”  Br. 22 (quoting ER 14, the district court’s decision) 

(emphasis added).  Both the premise and the conclusion of this argument 

are incorrect.  First, evidence of persistence in an unusual or unique 
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ecological setting is not determinative of significance; the mere existence of 

such evidence does not “satisfy” the DPS Policy’s “significance test.”  

Rather, as demonstrated above, persistence in an unusual setting – like the 

other significance factors – is a category of evidence that the Service “may” 

“consider[]” in evaluating significance.  61 Fed. Reg. 4725.     

Second and more broadly, there is nothing absurd about the Policy’s 

approach of allowing the Service to look beyond persistence and the other 

factors listed in the Policy when evaluating the importance of a DPS to the 

taxon as a whole.  As the Policy explains, the precise circumstances relevant 

to the significance inquiry are “likely to vary considerably from case to 

case,” and “it is not possible to describe prospectively all the classes of 

information that might bear on the biological and ecological importance of 

a discrete population segment.”  Id.  The fundamental purpose of the 

inquiry is not to determine whether the DPS occupies an unusual or unique 

ecological setting, but to determine whether the DPS is important to the 

taxon as a whole.  That is precisely what the Service did here. 

CBD argues (Br. 25-27) that interpreting the DPS Policy to give the 

Service “virtually unlimited discretion to decide when a population is or is 

not significant to its taxon” is contrary to this Court’s decision in NEA.  This 

argument fails for at least two reasons.  First, CBD overstates the scope of 
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the Service’s discretion under the Policy.  The Policy establishes a clear 

decisional framework and requires the Service to base its decision on three 

factors: whether the proposed DPS is discrete, whether it is significant to 

the taxon as a whole, and whether it is endangered or threatened.  The 

Policy identifies particular types of information the Service “may” consider 

in addressing these factors.  And the Service’s determination must be based 

on the best available scientific evidence, adequately explained, and 

supported by the record.  Thus, while the Service has broad discretion to 

determine what evidence may be relevant and how it should be weighed, 

the Service’s discretion is not “virtually unlimited,” as CBD contends.     

Second and in any event, while NEA holds that the DPS Policy is 

binding on the Service and entitled to Chevron deference, nothing in NEA 

suggests that the Court’s holding was contingent on interpreting the Policy 

to impose a rigid test of significance.  See NEA, 475 F.3d 1141-45.  CBD 

offers no authority to support its argument that the Policy’s flexible 

approach to the significance inquiry is inconsistent with NEA’s holding that 

the Service is bound by the Policy.  

CBD’s challenge ultimately rests not on the plain language of the DPS 

Policy but on CBD’s preferences for how the Service should interpret the 

Policy.  That of course is not a sufficient ground for setting aside the 
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Service’s 2012 Finding.  In re Polar Bear, 709 F.3d at 11 (Service’s 

interpretation of its DPS Policy “must be given controlling weight unless it 

is plainly erroneous or inconsistent with the regulation”); NEA, 475 F.3d at 

1140. 

B. The Service reasonably concluded that the hypothetical loss 

of the desert eagle population would not create a significant 

gap in the range of the species.   

In assessing the second significance factor – “Evidence that loss of the 

discrete population segment would result in a significant gap in the range” 

of the taxon – the Service considered evidence regarding the size and range 

of the desert eagle population relative to the remainder of the species; the 

possibility that other bald eagles would immigrate and repopulate the 

Sonoran Desert; the possible loss of any distinctive traits or genetic 

variation among the desert eagle population that might negatively affect the 

species as a whole; and the possible importance of the population’s 

geographical location to the species as a whole.  ER 45.  The Service 

concluded that the loss of the desert eagle population “would be likely to 

create some gap in the range of the taxon,” but that gap would not be 

biologically or ecologically important to the species as a whole.  Id.  The 

Service based that conclusion on the facts that (1) the desert eagle 

population accounts for “much less than one half of a percent” of the 
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species’ continent-wide population; (2) the range of the desert eagle 

population constitutes “a minute fraction of the total suitable habitat 

available for bald eagles throughout their range”; (3) there is “no evidence 

of distinctive traits or genetic variations” in the desert eagle population; (4) 

“little immigration into this population has occurred”; and (5) the “Sonoran 

Desert Area itself does not play any particular role in the life history of the 

bald eagle.”  Id.  Those conclusions are supported by the record and entitled 

to great deference.  Lands Council, 537 F.3d at 993 (courts are most 

deferential when agency is making predictions within its area of special 

expertise at the frontiers of science).    

Tellingly, CBD does not dispute the Service’s findings on any of these 

points.  Instead, CBD faults the Service for allegedly failing to consider the 

potential significance of the desert eagle population as a “peripheral 

population.”  Br. 30-38.  That argument is unpersuasive.   

As this Court noted in NEA, “[a]s a general matter, peripheral 

populations often face ecological circumstances not found elsewhere in the 

taxon’s range, and may consequently develop distinctive morphological, 

behavioral, or genetic characteristics through adaptation to local 

conditions.”  NEA, 475 F.3d at 1146.  But as NEA confirms, peripheral 

location, without more, does not compel the conclusion that a population is 
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biologically or ecologically important to the species as a whole.  NEA, 475 

F.3d at 1146-50 (upholding Service determination that peripheral 

population of western grey squirrels was not significant).   

Here, the Service considered whether there was evidence that the 

ecological circumstances along the periphery of the species’ range had led 

the desert eagle population to develop distinctive morphological, 

behavioral, or genetic characteristics, and concluded that “the best available 

data do not support a conclusion that bald eagles in the Sonoran Desert 

Area have genetic characteristics that are markedly different from other 

bald eagles.”  ER 45-46; see also ER 42-44 (analyzing traits such as size, 

egg shell porosity, timing of breeding, specialized feeding, cliff nesting, and 

juvenile migration patterns and concluding that they do not reflect 

adaptations unique to the Sonoran Desert but rather are part of the natural 

variability of the taxon as a whole); ER 45 (finding “no evidence of 

distinctive traits or genetic variations” among desert bald eagles that, if lost, 

“would have a negative effect on the bald eagle as a whole.”  Thus, while the 

2012 Finding does not include a separately-labeled discussion of the desert 

eagle population’s status as a peripheral population, it does include a 

detailed analysis of the factors that potentially make peripheral populations 

significant and concludes that those factors do not support a finding of 
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significance here.  Nothing more was required.  Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n 

v. State Farm, 463 U.S. 29, 43 (1983) (courts will “uphold a decision of less 

than ideal clarity if the agency’s path may reasonably be discerned”) 

(quoting Bowman Transp. Inc. v. Arkansas-Best Freight System, 419 U.S. 

281, 286 (1974)). 

Likewise, there is no merit to CBD’s argument (Br. 30) that the 

Service was required to discuss in its 2012 Finding all the studies of 

peripheral populations that were cited in the Service’s 2009 draft of the 

2010 Finding.8  The 2009 draft cited those studies in considering the 

possibility that the desert eagle population might possess distinct genetic 

traits as a result of its peripheral location.  E.g., ER 103 (citing Lessica and 

Allendorf (1995) for the proposition that “distinct traits found in peripheral 

populations may be crucial to a species, allowing adaptation to 

environmental change”); ER 103-04 (citing Hunt et al. (1992) for the 

proposition that the forces of natural selection in the Sonoran Desert area 

“might be strong enough to create local adaptations”).  The 2009 draft 

recommended designating the desert eagle population a DPS based on the 

                                            

8  While CBD repeatedly cites to this and other 2009 drafts (e.g., Br. 30-
33, 35, 36, 39 n.11), CBD fails to make clear that these documents were 
drafts of the Service’s 2010 Finding, not the 2012 Finding that is at issue in 
this case.  See pp. 10-11 above.  
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possibility of such genetic adaptation.  ER 105.  But the 2009 draft also 

acknowledged that the available genetic studies of the desert eagle 

population were “inconclusive” as to the actual existence of any such 

genetic adaptation.  ER 105.   

In its 2012 Finding, the Service considered whether the best available 

data provided evidence that the desert eagle population actually had 

developed distinctive traits or genetic variations.  The Service concluded 

that there was no such evidence and determined as a result that the 

population was not significant to the taxon as a whole.9  ER 42-46.  Given 

that conclusion, the studies cited in the 2009 draft that discuss the 

possibility of such genetic variations are of little moment.  Accordingly, the 

Service was not required to separately cite and discuss those studies in its 

2012 Finding.  See In Defense of Animals v. United States Dep’t of the 

Interior, 751 F.3d 1054, 1072 (9th Cir. 2014) (holding under NEPA that an 

agency “need not respond to every single scientific study or comment”) 

(citation omitted); Earth Island Inst. v. United States Forest Serv., 697 

                                            

9  Like the 2012 Finding, the 2010 Finding also rejected the 2009 draft’s 
conclusion and found that the evidence did not support a finding that the 
desert eagle population is genetically distinct, based in part on the absence 
of evidence of distinctive traits or genetic variations.  ER 109, 128.   
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F.3d 1010, 1021 (9th Cir. 2012) (same); Or. Natural Desert Ass’n v. Tidwell, 

716 F. Supp. 2d 982, 997 (D. Or. 2010) (“[w]hile the [agency] cannot ignore 

relevant biological information, it is another thing altogether to require that 

they cite every potentially relevant study, especially such studies that do not 

constitute the best available science in the estimation of the expert 

agency”). 

 More broadly, CBD’s reliance on the 2009 draft is misplaced.  “The 

federal courts ordinarily are empowered to review only an agency’s final 

action, see 5 U.S.C. § 704, and the fact that a preliminary determination by 

a local agency representative is later overruled at a higher level within the 

agency does not render the decisionmaking process arbitrary and 

capricious.”  Nat’l Ass’n of Home Builders v. Defenders of Wildlife,  551 

U.S. 644, 659 (2007).  “[A] diversity of opinion by local or lower-level 

agency representatives will not preclude the agency from reaching a 

contrary decision” where, as here, the decision “is not arbitrary and 

capricious and is otherwise supported by the record.”  WildEarth 

Guardians v. National Park Serv., 703 F.3d 1178, 1186-87 (9th Cir. 2013). 

  CBD asserts (Br. 30-31) that the Service arbitrarily “ignored climate 

change as a factor in assessing whether desert eagles are significant to their 

taxon.”  This argument is unavailing for at least two reasons.  First, the 
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2012 Finding includes a detailed discussion of the impacts of climate 

change on the desert eagle population, albeit as part of its analysis of 

threats to that population rather than the analysis of the significance of the 

population to the taxon as a whole.  ER 61-62.  The 2012 Finding examines 

the anticipated effects of climate change on the desert eagle population, 

considering 49 model projections of long-term climatic patterns in the 

Southwest, and also weighs the potential effects of climate change on the 

human population and prey fish species.  Id.  Based on the best available 

information, the Service found that it could not assess the “magnitude of 

the threat posed by climate change, because we do not currently 

understand all potential impacts of climate change on bald eagles,” which 

“have been shown to be highly adaptable.”  ER 62.  The Service further 

explained that it had “not detected climate change-related impacts” to the 

desert eagle population, and concluded that “the extent to which the bald 

eagle will respond to climate change is unclear.”10  Id.  Thus, the record 

                                            

10  CBD does not take issue with any of these findings; indeed, it does not 
even acknowledge them.  Rather, CBD’s argument is that the Service was 
(also) required to consider whether climate change makes the desert eagle 
population significant to the population as a whole.  See, e.g., Br. 31 
(asserting that the Service “completely omitted consideration of this factor 
in its final significance analysis”) (emphasis added).   
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leaves no doubt that the Service considered the potential effects of climate 

change. 

Second, while the 2012 Finding’s discussion of significance does not 

expressly reference climate change, it does address the factors related to 

climate change – such as the possibility that the desert eagle population has 

developed adaptations to hot, dry conditions – that could potentially make 

the desert eagle population significant to the taxon as a whole.  As 

discussed above (pp. 14-17, 36-37), the Service concluded that there is no 

evidence of such adaptations.  ER 42-46. 

As CBD concedes (Br. 30-31), the DPS Policy does not expressly 

require the Service to consider the effects of climate change in any part of 

its analysis.  Accordingly, the Service has broad discretion in deciding 

whether and how to approach the issue.  See Lands Council, 537 F.3d at 

993 (courts are not free to impose procedural requirements not explicitly 

enumerated in the pertinent statutes) (quoting Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power 

Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 549  (1978)) (internal 

quotation marks and alterations omitted).  Here, the Service analyzed 

climate change as part of its threats analysis and also considered whether 

the desert eagle population has developed the types of adaptations that 
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could make the population significant to the taxon.  That approach was 

reasonable.  Nothing more was required.    

CBD further argues that the district court erred because, “[i]n the 

[purported] absence of any analysis of these issues by FWS in its final 12-

month finding, the district court improperly assumed the role of biological 

expert to craft a rationale upholding the agency’s findings.”  Br. 33.  Again, 

both the premise and the conclusion of this argument are wrong.  First, as 

shown above, the 2012 Finding does include analysis of the evidence 

relevant to peripheral populations and climate change.  And second, the 

district court did not provide a new rationale for the Service’s decision.  

Rather, in response to CBD’s assertion that the Service failed to consider 

the issues raised by the peripheral population studies and climate change, 

the court reviewed the record and concluded that the Service had indeed 

“considered the relevant factors.”  ER 22-25; see Home Builders, 340 F.3d 

at 841; Blue Mountains Biodiversity Project, 161 F.3d at 1211.  That 

approach was proper.  Cf. Motor Vehicle Mfrs. Ass’n, 463 U.S. at 43 (courts 

will uphold a decision of less than ideal clarity if the agency’s path may 

reasonably be discerned).     
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II. The Service’s finding that listing of the desert eagle population is 

not warranted – a finding that CBD has not challenged on appeal – 

provides an alternative basis for this Court to uphold the Service’s 

denial of CBD’s petition.    

The 2012 Finding sets out two independent bases for the denial of 

CBD’s petition to list the desert eagle population as endangered or 

threatened.  First, as just discussed, the Service found that the desert eagle 

population is not significant to the taxon as a whole, and thus is not eligible 

for designation as a DPS.  ER 28, 46.  Second, the 2012 Finding includes an 

analysis of the conservation status of the desert eagle population.  ER 46-

64.  That analysis concludes that listing is not warranted because the 

population is stable or increasing.  ER 64.  

The district court upheld the Service’s denial of CBD’s listing petition 

on the first basis – the significance finding – and did not reach the second 

basis.  ER 26.  As the court explained, a population must qualify as a DPS to 

be eligible for listing.  Having upheld the Service’s finding that the desert 

eagle population did not qualify as a DPS (because it is not significant to the 

taxon as a whole), the court correctly reasoned that it need not review the 

Service’s further finding that listing is not warranted because the desert 

eagle population is not threatened or endangered.  ER 26.       

 This Court, however, may affirm the district court’s judgment on any 

basis supported by the record.  Hartmann v. Cal. Dep’t of Corr. & Rehab., 
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707 F.3d 1114, 1121 (9th Cir. 2013).  Accordingly, the Service’s 

determination that the desert eagle population is not threatened or 

endangered provides an alternate ground on which this Court may affirm 

the district court’s judgment.  Affirmance on that ground is justified 

because the record provides ample support for the Service’s determination.  

ER 46-64.  Moreover, CBD has waived any challenges it may have had to 

the Service’s conclusion that listing is not warranted, because CBD failed to 

raise them in its opening brief.  Smith v. Marsh, 194 F.3d 1045, 1052 (9th 

Cir 1999) (“[O]n appeal, arguments not raised by a party in its opening brief 

are deemed waived.”).  In sum, the Service’s unchallenged finding that the 

desert eagle population is not threatened or endangered provides a separate 

ground on which this Court may affirm the judgment of the district court.         

CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, the judgment of the district court should 

be affirmed.   
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